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PHENOTYPIC DISCRIMINATION AND INCOME DIFFERENCES 

AMONG MEXICAN AMERICANS 


ABSTRACT 

Usina a national arobabilitv sample of appr6ximatelv 1.000 
Mexican American heads of household. we analyze a subsample of 
253 Mexican American male waae earners and present evidence of 
the importance of phenotype. measured by skin color and ~hvsical 
features. on earnings. controllina for other factors known to 
affect earnings. Even after controlling these variables. indi
viduals with a dark and Native American phenotype continue to 
receive significantly lower earnings than individuals of a 
lighter and more European phenotype. A decomposition of differ
ences in earninas reveals that most of the differential in earn
ings between the darkest one-third of the sample and the lighter 
two-thirds is due not to differences in endowments but rather to 
labor market discrimination. When taken as a whole. Mexican 
Americans in all phenotypic groups remain far from having incomes 
comparable to those of non-Hispanic whites. 





PHENOTYPIC DISCRIMINATION AND INCOME DIFFERENCES 


AMONG MEXICAN AMERICANS 


INTRODUCTION 

Althouqh many analysts have studied the direct and indirect 

effects of labor market discrimination on the earninos o'f Me)dcan 

Americans and other minorities. little is known about within oroup 

differences based on phenotype. In the United States and in many 

other countries. interoroup phenotypic differences have been impor

tant in determininq the life chances of racial and ethnic oroups. 

No study to our knowl edqe. thouoh.· has e)·: ami ned whether and to what 

extent phenotypic variation affects the income attainment of Mexican 

Americans. In this study. we propose to (1) determine whether and 

to what extent phenotype has an independent effect on earninos 

within the Mexican American population. net of controls; (2) deter

mine the amount of earninqs differences due to labor market discri 

mination and (3) compare the earninqs of Mexican American phenotypic 

suboroups with other race/ethnic qroups in the United States. We 

believe that Mexican Americans with more Native American and darker 

phenotypes will suffer qreater labor market discrimination and thus 

lower returns to education and other human capital characteristics 

than their liohter and more European lookino counterparts. However. 

all of the Mexican American phenotypic suboroups remain in the lower 

levels of the social and economic hierarchy of the United States. 
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The work of several researchers suooests that historically the 

Mexican orioin population in the U.S. has experienced discrimina

tion. at least in part, because it is phenotypically distinouishable 

from the majority society (McWilliams~ 1968; Acuna, 1972: Barrera. 

1979). This misceoenation of Native Americans and Europeans (mostly 

Spanish). however. has led to an unusually wide variation of pheno

type within the Mexican orioin population. ranoino from ~hose are 

virtually indistinouishable from the non-Hispanic white majority to 

persons of a Native American physical appearance. This leads us to 

the concern over whether there are intraoroup differences based on 

phenotype in the amount of discrimination that accrues to Mexican 

Americans. as has been demonstrated for Blacks in various settinos. 

(Ransford. 1970: Tidrick. 1973; Udry. Bauman and Chase. 1976: Mul

lins and Sites. 1984; Da Silva. 1985). Under the assimilation per

spective. ethnic oroups are expected to move UP the economic ladder 

over time. but the bulk of evidence points to little economic inte

'" gration for second and third generation Mexican Americans (Grebler. 

Moore and Guzman. 1970; Hirschman, 1983; Roos and Hennessy. 1987; 

Bean and Tienda. 1987). A variant of this perspective. but without 

empirical referent. sugoested that Mexican Americans of lioht skin 

. color and Spanish (or European) physical appearance would be most 

upwardly mobile within the U.S. social hierarchy (Warner and Srole. 

1945: Broom and Shevky. 1970; D'Antonio and Samora. 1970). We know 

of only two studies that have made systematic attempts to assess the 

effects of phenotypic variation on the life chances of Mexican Amer
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i cans. A recent survey of a single city. San Antonio. Texas. found 

that persons living in low income area of the citv were darker than 

those living in middle and high income areas and concluded that per

sons of greater Native American admixture tended to be of a lower 

social class (Relethford. et al •• 1983). Another study. based on 

data from the same national sample employed in this work. indicated 

that 1 i fe chances as measured by both objecti ve soci oeco'nomi c i ndi

cators (i.e. vears of schooling and annual earnings). as well as the 

subjective measure of perceived discrimination. are affected bv a 

respondent's phenotype where light and more European looking indi

viduals do better than progressively darker and more Indian looking 

individuals (Arce. Murguia and Frisbie. 1987). These studies. 

although valuable. have been limited to the analysis of a sinole 

locale or to bivariate analysis. 

Ea~D~Dg~_~n~_~@~Qc_M~~~~~_Qi§~cimin~tiQn 

"Earnings" has been a particularly favored indicator of life 

chances by social scientists seeking to assess the effects of dis

crimination because it offers the possibility of measuring the 

degree of labor market discrimination in a given social settino. 

The analysis of earnings allows one to separate the amount of income 

due to endowments desirable in the labor market from those due to 

labor market discrimination. These methods derive from Becker's 

economic theory of discrimination which assumes that differences in 

earnings are related to individual human capital characteristics 
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which lead to oreater productivity and thus hioher earnings (Becker. 

1971). Income differences between race/ethnic groups that cannot be 

accounted for by means of these types of factors are then related to 

discrimination by employers. We use such method to assess the 

extent of additional discrimination that accrues to darker and more 

Native American lookino Chicanos. 

Several researchers have analyzed Mexican American Cas a oroup) 

income as compared to non-Hispanic whites. Blacks. and other Hispan

ics (Poston and Alvirez. 1973; Poston. Alvirez and Tienda. 1976; 

Lono. 1977; Carliner. 1981; Verduoo and Verduoo. 1984; Reimers. 

1984. 1986; Cotton. 1985). Generally. these studies have shown that 

al~houoh Mexican American and Black incomes are similarly low. the 

proportion of the Mexican American income·disadvantage estimated as 

due to labor market discrimination is substantiallY lower than that 

for Blacks. Low endowments. especially in education. have been 

blamed as the primary reason for the relatively low earnings of Mex

ican Americans. For Blacks. the estimate of labor market discrimi

nation has played a oreater role in explaining their low wages. 

indicatino that Mexican Americans have been relatively more success

ful in translatino their endowments, however limited. into income. 

We feel that the examination of intraoroup ear~inqs differences 

based on phenotype amono male Mexican American workers is of partic

ular importance for the study of discrimination in employment. Some 

have sugoested that earnings differences between males and females. 

thouoh sionificant. may not necessarily be due to discrimination. 
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Even when endowment differentials are taken into account. women mav 

be choosino work situations which pay less than others and enable 

them to pursue other responsibilities. such as carino for home and 

children. Similar observations have been made concernino compari

sons of ethnic and racial oroups. Thus. an ethnic oroup could be 

thouoht of as penalizina itself in terms of earninas if members of 

the aroup choose not to be aeoaraphically mobile. Faili~o to move 

lessens their earninas potential by not relocatina where occupations 

yield the hiahest earninas. This is not the case with income dif

ferences amona phenotypic subaroups of Mexican American male work, 

ers. There is no basis on which to assume that any phenotypic sub

aroup would choose an occupation with less earninas by choice. In a 

very real sense~ then. residual differences in earninas amona Mexi

can American subaroups more confidently can be attributed to discri

mination than can earninqs differences comparisons across aender or 

cultural attributes. What this analysis adds. then. to the litera

ture on income attainment and income discrimination are controls for 

aender and culture not present in inter-qender and intercultural 

comparisons. 

The data employed are from the National Chicano Survey. the 

first national survey of exclusively Mexican oriain individuals in 

the United States. conducted in 19791. The data represent between 

85 and 90% of the total United States population of individuals of 
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Mexican ancestry as identified bv the 1970 U.S. Census. The survev 

is a probability sample of Mexican ancestry households in the South

west (California. Texas. New Mexico. Colorado and Arizona) the Chi

caQO metropolitan area. and some households in Oklahoma City. The 

data from this sample closelY resemble data drawn from the 1980 Cen

sus alonQ various socioeconomic and demoQraphic dimensions (Arce. 

MurQuia and Frisbie. 1987). Our sample consists of all ~orkinq 

civilian males with positive earninqs. 18 to 65 years of aoe. who 

were not retired. disabled nor students .and for whom information was 

available for all variables used in our analysis. Ultimately. our 

sample consists of 253 individu.als. 66 in the liQht cateQory. 107 in 

the medium cateQory. and 80 in the dark cateQory.2 

The method used to ascertain the effects of phenotype on earn

inQs proceeds throuQh two steps. The first step utilizes an ordi

nary least squares analysis which assesses whether phenotype has a 

sinQular effect on earninQs net of all effects. We sOUQht to desiqn 

three models of earninos which control for different sets of 

effects. Thus. we are able to isolate phenotypic effects on earn

inQs from non-discriminatory effects which we believe should affect 

income and for which information is available. 

The second step. once phenotype is shown as an important vari

able for studyinQ income attainment differences. is to separate the 

earninQs of individuals into those related to (1) labor market dis

crimination and (2) those that prevail because of personal endow

ments desirable in the labor market such as aQe and work experience; 
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marital status which sianifies havina reached a transitional staae 

in the life cycle where the individual becomes more committed to 

work and hence increases his productivity; and characteristics which 

provide an individual areater access to better jobs and earninqs. 

We also control for industry and reaion across which waae scales are 

known to vary. We refer to this second qeneral aroup of character

istics as llendowments". i.e. non-discriminatory labor ma'rket charac

teristics. The decomposition formula we chose to use is: 

~ ::. i. bt>(Xl--Xb) -r1:.. (b'-_,bb )(XL:- X 6 ) + 
D [( dL +6L.,Xh) _( ah+ t,D xb')j 

where is the difference in means between liaht and 

't:t,
dark phenotypic subaroups. Xl is the mean of the:1 e:,:planatory 

variable. a is the rearession constant andb.:i. is the partial reares

't.~
sion coefficient for the.1 e:.:planatory variable. These components 

correspond to the difference in endowments. difference due to the 

interaction between differences in coefficients and endowments. and 

the unexplained differences. respectively. To measure the respec

tive components. we use the full model specified in the first staae 

(equation 1) for separate phenotypic Qroups except that the pheno

type dummy variables are dropped from the equation. Equation 1 

serves us well since it is a fully specified model from which we 

assume that unexplained differences will approximate the cost of 

labor market discrimination. (This decomposition model has been 

extensively reviewed in the income attainment literature. For more 
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detailed explanations. see Althauser and Wioley. 1972= Jones and 

Kelley. 1984). 

Op~rati9n~ti~~tl9n_Qf_~A~i~~t~§ 

Table 1 presents a summary of the dependent and independent 

variables. Two variables are of special importance and reouire fur

ther clarification. 

Annual earninQs. the dependent variable. was available for twen

ty-eiQht cateoories. The first 26 cateoories were of S1000.00 each. 

beQinninQ with the first cateQory of SO.OO to S999.00~ the 27th 

interval extended from S27.000 to S30.000. We used the midpoint of 

each of these cateQories to calculate annual earninQs. In the case 

of this hiQhest (28th) interval of S30.000 and above. we arbitrarily 

assiQned earninQs of S32.000 to respondents in that cateQorY. This 

potentially problematic interval comprised only 4 of the 253 cases. 

Phenotype is a composite variable reflectinQ the respondent's 

skin color (5 cateQories) and physical features (5 cateoories) as 

reported by interviewers. Individuals scorinQ a 1 or a 2 on the 

skin color variable and a 1 or a 2 on the phYsical features were 

classified as liQht/European. those scorinQ a 4 or 5 on skin color 

and a 4 or 5 on phYsical features were cateQorized as dark/Native 

American. All others were classified as medium. (See Arce. Murouia 

and Frisbie. 1987 for an appraisal of the reliability and validity 

of this measure.) 

http:S1000.00
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FINDING$ 


~~rDtDg§_R!ff~r~D~~§_~mgDg_~~K~~§n_Bm~r~c~os 

Table 2 reveals income differences for each of the three pheno

typic groups in our sample. Although males of medium phenotype 

report slightly lower incomes than light males. the gao between 

medium and dark males is particularly striking. The mean income for 

light individuals was $13.008. for medium individuals an~ual earn

ings averaged $12.804. and for dark oersons it was $11.287. There 

is only a $204 difference between the light and medium groups. while 

a sizable $1.721 difference exists between the light and dark 

groups. In addition, the standard deviations indicate less varia

tion in income around the lower mean for the dark group as compared 

to the other two groups. 

Table 3 shows the means and standard deviations for the indepen

dent variables of the entire sample and the means for various pheno

typic subgroups. Education, perhaps the most noteworthy variable in 

the study of income attainment among Mexican Americans. varies by 

phenotype so that the light group has more than one additional year 

of completed schooling than the other groups. However. even this 

figure is well below that for ethnic groups in the United States. 

Table 4 demonstrates that the dark phenotype variable is significant 

in our three models and indicates that dark Mexican Americans suffer 

SUbstantial earnings disadvantages even after controlling for other 

variables. Medium phenotype in itself. however. does not appear 

significantly to affect annual earnings in any of the models. The 
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earninos function for the full model (eouation 1) shows that most 

variables are related to earninos in the expected direction. Educa

tion. work experience. unionization and residence in California are 

of oreatest relevance in explainino differences in earninos amono 

Chicanos. as has been demonstrated in other research. Enolish lan

ouaoe proficiency and nativity are hiohly correlated with each other 

and with schoolino so that, although they do not reoister sionifi

cance, they could be important. 

The reoression coefficients of eouation 2 and 3 demonstrate the 

effects of variables upon removal of the access variables (eouation 

2) and upon removal of both access and industry variables (equation 

3). These two models are intended to demonstrate the additional 

disadvantaoe that accrues to dark individuals when we do not control 

for the effects of variables that may also be linked to discrimina

tion. For example. the amount of contact one has with members of 

the majority or the ability to enter a union shop or a certain 

industry may be affected by discriminatory practices. Eouation 2 

shows that. in fact. the cost of discrimination for dark phenotypic 

individuals is increased by the removal of these controls. Eouation 

3 provides evidence that concentration in certain industries appears 

to provide some slioht advantaoes to dark individuals. but ndt to 

such an extent that they no lonoer suffer an earninos disadvantaoe. 

These equations support the view that Chicanos with a dark pheno

type. and not necessarily those with a medium phenotype. suffer sub

stantially oreater earninos disadvantages than their lighter. more 
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European lookino counterparts. net of different sets of effects. 

Table 4 also presents regression coefficients for the full model 

(without the phenotype dummy variables) for both the dark group and 

a non-dark group comprised of the medium and light qroups combined. 

The latter two groups are merged since we found no significant dif

ferences in earnings between them, and because of its larger size. 

However. the small sample size of the dark qroup preclud~s inter

preting the means and coefficients as precise representations of the 

population. The mean values indicate that the non-dark ohenotypic 

group generally possess slightly better labor market advantages. 

particularly in schooling. work experience. English language profi
0- _ • •• • 

ciency and unionization. The only significant advantage the dark 

group possesses is greater representation in California. 

Table 5 demonstrates the results of our decomposition of annual 

income by phenotype using the results obtained in Table 4. Suroris

ingly. labor market characteristics account for only a small portion 

of the differences between dark and light/medium phenotypic Mexican 

Americans. Most of the total income difference between the darkest 

and most Indian-looking workers and the other two thirds is in the 

residual category. Thus. we believe that most of this difference is 

due to labor market discrimination since we controlled for those 

factors that have been shown most strongly to affect earnings. Spe

cifically. 79% ($1.262) of the total income difference in 1979 

between da~k and all other Chicanos could not be explained with our 

full model and thus we believe that it is due mostly to discrimina
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tiona The difference attributable to composition comprises only 10% 

($165) of the difference= while the interaction term made up 11% of 

the difference. This signifies that besides additional labor market 

discrimination. dark Chicanos had slightly lower endowments and 

receive lower returns per their level of endowments. Thus the labor 

market cost of beina a dark Mexican American male worker is guite 

substantial when his earnings are compared to those of h~s lighter 

skinned and more European looking counterparts. 

Cpmp@~~~QQ~_~~th_NQQ=~~~Q~Q~~_Whit~~_IQd_§l~~k§ 

The previous analysis has focused on within group differences of 

the Mexican origin population. This population, when analyzed in 

its entirety. has been shown to suffer labor market discrimination 

in the form of lower income (earnings) compared to those of non

Hispanic whites= however. the population's disaggregation into phe

notypic groups shows that one subgroup has greater earnings disad

vantages than the others. At this point it is appropriate to assess 

how differently Mexican origin phenotypic groups fare in terms of 

earnings attainment relative to other U.S. racial/ethnic groups in 

1979. 

When mean earnings for our sample are adjusted to approximate 

median annual income for male full time workers as determined in the 

1980 Census. the adjusted earnings can be used to make approximate 

comparisons with other racial/ethnic groups.3 Table 6 shows that the 

average annual income figure for the total Mexican origin group 
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masks differences amono phenotypic oroups. This disaooreoation 

inflates the lioht and medium suboroups' incomes above the earninos 

for the total Mexican origin population in the United States= while 

simultaneously deflatino the inco'me for dark Mexican American indi

viduals to almost $1.000 below the mean for the entire Mexican ori

oin oroup. Nonetheless. these differences are not nearly as great 

as those between non-Hispanic whites and the light pheno'typic SLlb

oroup. the hiohest earnino subgroup among the Mexican origin popula

tion. Compared to Blacks. median earninos of even the light Mexican 

Americans are lower. These differences. thouoh. as some of the pre

viously cited literature points out. may be due largely to the gen

erally lower educational levels. younoer aoe structure and the loca

tion of Mexican Americans in lower paying geographical labor mar

kets. Since we cannot control for differences in endowments between 

oroups. and because our adjustments are not precise. comparisons in 

Table 6 mainly serve heuristic purposes. 

This study has had several purposes. One has been the introduc

tion of a previously understudied variable. namely. phenotype. for 

assessing earninqs differences amono Mexican Americans in the United 

States. We have discovered that there are differences in annual 

earninos. particularly between the darkest and most Indian lookino 

Mexican Americans and the remainder of the Mexican American popula

tion. 
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One of the most surprising outcomes of this analysis was the 

lack of difference in annual earnings between the medium and the 

light phenotypic groups compared to the larger gap between the 

medium and dark groups. One possible reason. admittedly specula

tive. could be that affirmative action programs in unions and at the 

W~~k Dl~t. h~v§ ~§lB@~ th. m@dium 6roup to a.Qreater extent than the 

dark group. Affirmative action efforts do little to prevent discri

mination on the basis of phenotype. If we assume that the order of 

preference of phenotype by the majority society is first. liaht. 

then medium. and finally. dark. one would expect individuals with a 

light phenotype who are almost indistinguishable from members of the 

majo~ity. to have the highest incomes•. On the other hand. they are 

not as "visible" and therefore valuable to organizations for public 

relations purposes, whereas individuals with either medium or dark 

phenotypes may be. Given the need for individuals that "look Mexi

can." individuals of medium phenotype. everything .else being equal 

may be chosen for employment and promotion even over those with a 

liaht phenotype. Persons in the medium category "look Me~dcan" but 

are not "too dark and Indian lookina" nor are they so liaht as to be 

indistinguishable from members of the majority society. This phe

nomenon we label the "symbolic" aspect of affirmative action. 

It is important to note that while education has been shown to 

be the most important factor in both this and previous research in 

explainina the low earninas attainment of Mexican Americans. there 

is little variation in education among Mexican American phenotYPic 
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oroups. All Mexican American phenotypic oroups have ouite low lev

els of schoolino. However. the ability to translate education into 

earninqs appears to be oreater for the lioht and medium oroups than 

for the dark qroup. Public policy concerns for improvinq the quan

tity and quality of education of Mexican Americans in order to raise 

their income and status is important for all Mexican orioin pheno

typic qroups, especially for individuals of dark phenotyrie. These 

policies must be accompanied by others aimed at combattino employ

ment discrimination. Further research. thouOh. on possible pheno

typic discrimination in education itself seems necessary. 

Althouoh we have discovered a sionificant difference by oheno

type in earninqs amonq the Mexican oriqin population. note that 

these differences are iQtr~-qroup differences and that a larqer 

difference remains between the Mexican orioin oroup and the non-

Hispanic white population. Given the low values of some estimates 

reoardino the amount of l.~b9r_m~ck~t discrimination received by 

Mexican Americans and oiven that some studies have shown that earn

inos disadvantaoes of Chicanos are due to low endowments (which may 

or may not be based on discrimination). one mioht even be inclined 

to suggest that lioht and medium phenotypic Mexican Americans may 

suffer little labor market discrimination. Such an assertion 

remains an empirical question requirinq further research where con

trols representino personal and labor market characteristics must be 

employed and where income decompositions can ascertain discrimina

tion "costs" when comparino Me~dcan American phenotvpic oreups and 
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non-Hisoanic whites. 

We have demonstrated that ohenotype is an important variable to 

be considered in future work regarding income attainment of Mexican

Americans. Dark and Native American looking individuals of Mexican 

descent suffer significantly greater earnings disadvantages than 

their lighter and more European looking counterparts primarily 

because of labor market discrimination. In the case of ~exican 

Americans. then. the enforcement of equal employment provisions 

which prohibit discrimination based both on n~~~qD~l_q~~gin and 

~q~qr.is important. 
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TABLE 1 
Definitions of Variables 

EARN 

Phenotype: 
DI<. MED. 

SCH 

WE 

WES 

FTE 

ENGL 

VET 

MARR 

SEPDIV 

NAT 

CON 

UNCOV 

Industry: 

CONST, DRGDS. PUB, 

MANU, TRANS. PERSV. 

PROF. AGFOR 


Region: 

CAL. TX. MW 


A continuous variable representing re
spondent's present annual earnings. 

A set of three dummy variables where the 
omitted category is LT (light) phenotype. 

Single years of completed schooling from 0 
to 16. 

Work E:<perience (Age-schoolin'g-6). 

Square of Work Experience. 

Full Time Employment where l=employed hours 
or more. O=part time employment or unem
ployed. 

Summary measure of an individual's fluency 
in reading. writing, speaking and under
standinq Engli.h. ranging from 0 represen
ting no English to 40 (very fluent). 

l=veteran. O=otherwise. 

l=currently married. O=otherwise. 

l=separated or divorced and not currentlv 
married. O=otherwise. 

l=born in U.S •• O=born in Mexico. 

Self reporting of extent of contact indi
viduals had with non-Hispanic whites. rang
ing from (I to 4. 

l=respondent's job is covered by union. 
O=otherwise. 

A series of nine dummy variables repre
senting industry where the omitted category 
is WHRET (wholesale & retail). 

A series of four dummy variables represent
ing reqions or states where the omitted 
variable is OSW (Arizona. Colorado and New 
Mex i co) . 
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'TABLE 2 

Liqht 

Medium 

Dark 

Total 

Source: 

66 (261.) $13.008 

107 (421.) $12.804 

80 (321.) $11.287 

253 (1001.) $12,377 

National Chicano Survey data file 

$5,729 

$5.896 

$5,557 
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TABLE 3 

Mean Std. Dev. Means 
A 1 .. 1 ........ _..._.....B!.l._.._. __..._.. _.. bi.gb.t.__.. __ t!~9.t.~::!m ...____ Q!~r..t~._..._._.. 

EARN $12.377 $5.557 $13,008 $12.804 $11.288 $12.882 

Phenotype 
Medium 0.42 0.49 
Dark ().32 0.47 

Endowments 
SCH 9.43 4.72 10.45 9.09 9. ()3 '~. 61 
WE 19.68 11.92 19.06 20.81 18.69 20.14 
WES 528.89 600.16 513. ()3 588.66 462.04 559.81 
FTE 0.90 0.30 ~86 .93 .90 .90 
ENGL 338.24 141. 85 365.53 339.25 314.38 349.28 
VET 0.38 0.49 .42 .36 .35 .39 

Marital Status 
MARR 0.87 ().33 .91 .84 .89 .87 
SEPDIV 0.04 0.20 .03 .06 .04 11 ()5 

Access 
NAT 0.58 0.49 .62 .56 .56 .58 
CON 2.03 1.02 2.06 2.12 1.88 2.10 
UNCOV ().34 0.47 .29 .40 .29 .36 

Industry 
CONST 0.08 0.27 .06 .12 .04 .10 
DRGDS 0.21 0.41 .20 .22 .23 .21 
MANU 
TRANS 

0.11 
0.09 

0.31 
0.29 

.09 
" (>3 

.13 

.07 
.10 
.18 

.1?

.06 
PERSV 0.07 0.26 .06 .09 .05 .08 
PROF 0.09 0.28 • 11 .07 .10 .08 
PUB 0.12 0.32 .18 . 11 .08 .14 
AGFOR O. 11 0.31 .08 .08 .18 .08 

Reqion 
CAL 0.44 0.50 .44 .40 .48 .42 
TX 0.34 0.47 .35 .32 .36 .33 
MW 0.08 0.28 .11 .07 .08 .09 

N 



All 
Equation________11 

Phenotype 
MED -250 
DI< -1301* 

Endowments 
SCH 450*** 
WE 260** 
WES -4** 
FTE 2113* 
ENGL 1 
VET 177 

Marital status 
MARR 1582 
SEPDIV 1981 

Access 
NAT 718 
CON 735* 
UNCOV 2144*** 

Industry 
CONST 3921** 
DRGDS 2340* 
MANU 2591* 
TRANS 2450* 
PERSV 2006 
PROF 1972 
PUB 1582 
AGRFOR 606 

ReQion 
CAL 2878** 
TX 758 
MW 889 
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TABLE 4 

All All Lt. and Med. Dark 
__1~1______1~1________ 111 __________ 111 

-120 238 

-1541* -1385* 


450** 497*** 403** 551** 
303** 345*** 285** 156 
-4* -5** -4* -2 

3082** 3250** 674 4539** 
5 5 

273 102 56 738 

1322 1544 1250 2135 
1803 :1070 1863 22()3 

1103 -392 
914* 306 

2149** 2052* 

3994** 4211** 1995 
2015* 1903 3226 
2710 2633* 3008 
3646** 4534** 1323 
2265 1847 3172 
1359 1918 2638 
1883 2136 -333 
633 553 471 

2704** 2566** 3081** 2733 

353 524 552 1271 

555 1104 1576 -927 


Constant -4465 -3926 -3472 -4223 -5534 
R2 .45.35 • 30 . 46 . 55 
Adjusted R2 .40 .29 .26 .38 .38 
Std. Error 4324 4817 4934 4564 3794 
N. _ _._ .--___~~~______~~~_______~~~________!Z~___________§Q 
* = p < .05 *** = p < .001 

** = p < .01 (One tailed test) 
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TABLE 5 

g~~Q~EQ§IIIQ~_QE_~eBNI~§§_gIEE~B~Ng~$e~TWEEN 
DABK_~H~NQIYEIG_GHI~eNQ§_eNP_e~~_QIH~B§l 

Total Difference $1.594 ( 1001.) 

Composition $165 ( 101.) 

Interaction $168 (111.) 

Discrimination (Residual) $1.262 (791.) 

1Percents in parentheses. 
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TABLE 6 

MEPIBN_BN~YBb_IN~Q~~§_EQ8_~eb~_EYbb_I!~~_~QB~~B§£ 
§~b~QI~Q_8eG~_e~Q_E~~NQIYEg_§BQYE§~_1979 

Me~·( i can Or i oi n 9.615 

Nan-Hispanic White 

Black 12.657 

Estimated 
MedJ..:\IJ. .... IQ.I:::.Qm~~ 

Mexican Orioin 

Liqht Phenotype 13.549 

Medium Phenotype 13.337 

Dark Phenotype 11.757 

lBean and Tienda (1988). Table 10-8. 

2Mean earninos in Table 2 times .7768 to approximate actual annual 
median earninos as measured in the 1980 Census. The factor used 
was derived from the ration of Mexican Orioin mean earninos in the 
NCS and 1980 Census median earninos of the U.S. Census as computed 
by Bean and Tienda (1988). 

http:IQ.I:::.Qm
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NOTES 

1. The data utilized in this study were made available by the 

Inter-university Consortium for Political and Social Research. The 

data for MEXICAN ORIGIN PEOPLE IN THE UNITED STATES: TH'E 1979 CHI

CANO SURVEY were oriqinally collected by Carlos H. Arce of the Uni

versity of Michiean Survey Research Center. Neither the collector 

of the original data not the Consortium bear any responsibility for 

the analyses or interpretations presented here. 

2. For simplicity's sake. we refer to individuals in the dark 

and Indian lookinq cateqory as "dark" and those in the lieht and 

European looking category as "light". Note that these terms refer ! 

equally to both skin color and physical features. 

3. Note that an adjustment is required to account for the fact 

that our sample had higher incomes due primarily to the inclusion of 

only household heads in the sample. 
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